The relationship between Peircean abduction and the modern notion of Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE) is a matter of dispute. Some philosophers, such as Harman (1965) and Lipton (1991 Lipton ( , p. 58, 2004, claim that abduction and IBE are virtually the same. Others, however, hold that they are quite different (Hintikka 1998; Minnameier 2004) and there is no link between them (Campos 2009). In this paper, I argue that neither of these views is correct. I show that abduction and IBE have important similarities as well as differences. Moreover, by bringing a historical perspective to the study of the relationship between abduction and IBE-a perspective that is lacking in the literature-I show that their differences can be well understood in terms of two historic developments in the history of philosophy of science: first, Reichenbach's distinction between the context of discovery and the context of justification-and the consequent jettisoning of the context of discovery from philosophy of science-and second, underdetermination of theory by data.
Introduction
The relationship between Peircean abduction (henceforth simply "abduction") and the modern notion of Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE) is a subject of profound disagreement. Some philosophers have been assuming, usually without argument, that abduction and IBE are virtually identical. The first section of Harman's "The Inference to the Best Explanation" (1965) begins as follows: "The inference to the best explanation" corresponds approximately with what others have called "abduction," "the method of hypothesis," [and] "hypothetic inference"…" (1965, pp. 88-89) .
Since on different occasions Peirce calls abductive inference "abduction," "hypothesis," and "hypothetic inference" (as well as "retroduction" (8.228, 1910) 1 and "presumption" ( 2.774, 1902) ), the passage suggests that abduction and IBE are almost identical. A very similar approach can be seen in the philosophy of science literature too. Ian Hacking (1983, p. 52) , for instance, writes: "The idea of 'inference to the best explanation' is quite old. C.S. Peirce (1839 Peirce ( -1914 called it the method of hypothesis, or abduction." A more or less similar view can also be found in Barnes (1995, p. 251) and more interestingly-at least for the purpose of this paper- Lipton (1991 Lipton ( , p. 58, 2004 . 2 However, more and more philosophers are distancing themselves from the idea that abduction and IBE are the same. Jaakko Hintikka, for instance, claims that since abduction is "a hypothesis-forming operation" (1998, p. 510) and "the only way of introducing new hypothesis into inquiry" (1998, p. 511) , it is inherently ampliative. Yet, explaining a certain explanandum E is to derive it from an assumed background theory T plus a number of contingent truths A which are relative to E and which have to be found in order for an attempt to explain E to succeed. An explainer's job description is thus twofold:
on the one hand to find the auxiliary facts A and on the other hand to deduce the explanandum from them together with the background theory T. (Hintikka 1998, p. 507;  my emphasis)
Now, since neither finding auxiliary facts nor deducing the explanandum from theory and auxiliary facts is ampliative, explanation is not abductive. Thus, IBE is inherently different from abduction.
Similar to Hintikka-and to some extent following him- Minnameier (2004) and McKaughan (2008) claim that abduction and IBE are completely different. Campos (2009) and McAuliffe (2015) take one step further and claim that not only are abduction and IBE completely different, but also there is no link between them and abduction should not even be considered as a conceptual predecessor to IBE.
In this paper, I argue that neither of these extreme views is correct. Rather, abduction and IBE have important similarities as well as differences. Moreover, by bringing a historical perspective to the study of the relationship between abduction and IBE-a perspective that all the above mentioned works lack-I show that their differences can be well understood in terms of two historic developments in the history of philosophy of science: first, Reichenbach's distinction between the 1 References to Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce (Peirce 1931 (Peirce -1935 are of the form (volume number. paragraph number, date). 2 For an even longer list of philosophical works in which abduction and IBE are taken to be virtually identical, see (McAuliffe 2015) .
context of discovery and the context of justification (DJ distinction)-and the consequent jettisoning of the context of discovery from philosophy of science-and second, underdetermination of theory by data.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes Peirce's mature theory of abduction. As I shall show, abduction is a two-phase process of generating explanatory hypotheses to explain a given phenomenon and ranking these hypotheses in order to adopt the most pursuitworthy hypothesis for further considerations (e.g., empirical tests). In Section 3, I discuss IBE. In particular,
I focus on Lipton's account of IBE as introduced in his Inference to the Best Explanation (2004).
Finally, in Section 4, I examine the similarities and differences of Peircean abduction and Lipton's account of IBE and show how their major differences can be understood in terms of DJ distinction and underdetermination of theory by data.
Peirce's Theory of Abduction
Answering "What is Peircean abduction?" is not easy. It took about four decades for Peirce to fully develop his theory of abduction and sometimes he was very critical of his own previous views (2.102, 1902) . With two caveats, here I am going to provide a relatively comprehensive description of Peirce's theory of abduction for our current purpose. First, I exclusively focus on Peirce's mature theory of abduction. Based on a fundamental change in Peirce's approach towards abduction in the late 1890s, Fann (1970) divides his theory of abduction to the early theory from 1859 to 1890 and the later theory from 1890 to 1914. In the first period, Peirce's major preoccupation is to find the logical form of abduction. He suggests several forms which are actually "different permutations of the premisses and conclusions of a syllogism" (Levi 1995, p. 72 ). Yet, in 1902, in a retrospective reflection on his early theory, he admits a "capital error" he had committed because he "was too much taken up in considering syllogistic forms" which he "made more fundamental than they really are" (2.102, 1902) .
In his later theory, however, the logical form of abduction is not a matter of import anymore. Throughout the period of his latter theory, he suggests a logical form for abduction only once. In his Harvard Lectures on Pragmatism (1903), Peirce states that abduction has "a definite logical form":
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course, Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true. (5.189, 1903) But later, in an important letter to Paul Carus, once again he suggests that abduction cannot be understood formally. After describing his discovery of trichotomy, that is, of three fundamentally different types of reasoning that include abduction, deduction, and induction, Peirce adds:
The general body of logicians had also at all times come very near recognizing the trichotomy. They only failed to do so by having so narrow and formalistic a conception of inference (as necessarily having formulated judgments for its premises) that they did not recognize Hypothesis (or, as I now term it, retroduction) as an inference. (8.228, 1910; original emphasis) Delaney 1982, p. 178; 1993, p. 40; Stewart 1991) . Thus, I do not argue for this claim here and in the following I only provide a detailed description of Peirce's theory of abduction according to the Unified Interpretation. In order to make it easier to follow different phases of abduction and different stages of scientific inquiry in Peirce's view, I provide a schematic figure of them ( Figure 1 ).
According to the Unified Interpretation, abduction consists of two phases. Phase One is hypotheses-generation through which we come up with new hypotheses to explain a given 3 Some advocates of the Generative Interpretation of abduction are Davis (1972, Chapter II) , Hintikka (1998) , Burton (2000) , and Minnameier (2004) . 4 I borrow "the Generative Interpretation" and "the Pursuitworthiness Interpretation" from McKaughan (2008) . 5 Some advocates of the Pursuitworthiness Interpretation of abduction are Laudan (1980) , Achinstein (1993), and McKaughan (2008) .
phenomenon. In Phase Two, these hypotheses are ranked to determine their relative pursuitworthiness for further considerations. In the following, I describe these two phases in detail.
Phase One of Abduction: Hypotheses-Generation
According to Peirce, abduction is the only type of inference that is "originary" (2.96, 1902) and "starts a new idea" (5.145, 1903) . This is done through "forming an explanatory hypothesis" (5.171, 1903) to explain a "surprising" phenomenon that we would not have expected under particular circumstances (2.776, 1902 ). An explanation is a proposition that "would lead to the prediction of the observed facts, either as necessary consequences or at least as very probable under the circumstances" (7.202, 1901) . Peirce knows very well that one can come up with as many explanations as she wishes for a given phenomenon and her explanations can be as "wild" as she wants so long as she can imagine some way in which the explanations make the explanandum a matter of course:
A physicist comes across some new phenomenon in his laboratory. words, insight has two functions. As the "faculty of divining the ways of Nature" (5.173, 1903) or the "guessing-instinct" (6.531, 1901; 7.46, 1907) , it performs an inventive function through hypotheses-generation. But as a tendency "toward a positive truth" (5.591, 1903), "to conjecture rightly" (7.679, 1903) , or "toward preferring truthful hypotheses" (7.680, 1903) , it performs a restrictive function by only inventing reasonable hypotheses.
Peirce has several discussions on insight which constitute a large part of his theory of abduction. Emphasis on the role of insight in abduction can be seen from 1883 in "A Theory of Probable Inference" until 1913, a few months before Peirce's death, in "An Essay toward Improving
Our Reasoning in Security and in Uberty." Here I confine myself to mentioning some of its crucial characteristics for our current discussion:
 Insight is an instinct-the "guessing-instinct" (6.531, 1901; 7.46, 1907) -and as such, it is a disposition. In particular, it is the tendency "to conjecture rightly" (7.679, 1903) or "toward preferring truthful hypotheses" (7.680, 1903) .
 Insight has an evolutionary value. It is not simply that without insight a human being could not obtain scientific knowledge; rather "he could not have maintained his existence for a single generation" (5.603, 1903) . For many activities that were necessary for the survival of our ancestors-such as providing food and reproduction-required sound judgments about their physical environment and their fellow beings. Thus, those with good insight had a significant evolutionary advantage over those who did not have good insight and made bad guesses such as "This wooden rod is strong enough to kill a mammoth" or "I can outrun a tiger."
 Insight is alogical and arational because it does not operate through "a self-controlled and critical logic" and for this reason an inquirer "cannot give any exact reason for his best guesses" (5. 173, 1903) and contents herself to call them "reasonable" or "plausible" (5.174, 1903; 5.415, 1905; 8.223, 1910) .
To sum up, generating hypotheses to explain a surprising phenomenon is the primary function of abduction's Phase One. This function is performed by a mental faculty called insight through which we invent some plausible hypotheses that potentially explain the surprising phenomenon.
Phase Two of Abduction: Hypotheses-Ranking
The hypotheses that are generated by insight, though plausible, are mere guesses and at best only one of them is true. In order to find out the true explanation, these hypotheses should be tested. We can randomly pick the hypotheses one by one and test them. This strategy is not reasonable though because it results in the wasting of time, money, energy, etc. Thus, Peirce argues that in order to "select that one [explanatory hypothesis] which is suitable for being tested by experiment" (NEM4:
62, 1902), 6 we should systematically rank the hypotheses to determine their priority for further examinations. This ranking "will include a preference for any one hypothesis over others which would equally explain the fact" (6.525, 1901) . Providing this ranking to determine the relative pursuitworthiness of rival explanatory hypotheses for empirical testing constitutes Phase Two of abduction.
The criteria based on which hypotheses should be ranked are determined by what Peirce calls economy of research. Here, he uses "economy" in a broad sense, i.e., "economy of money, time, thought, and energy" (5. 600, 1901; see also 6.528, 1901; 7.600, 1903 Kuhn (1977) , Quine and Ullian (1978, Chapter vi) , Hempel (1979), and Laudan (1984) . 9 For instance, Newton-Smith (1981, pp. 226-32) , McMullin (1996) , Lipton (2004, Chapter 9) , and Schindler (2018).
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consists of testing those predictions to see whether they are true or false (5.141, 1903; 2.755, 1902) .
In principle, by induction scientific inquiry terminates in the discovery of "the sole true explanation" (7.219) of the given phenomenon. Figure 1 provides a schematic picture of the two phases of abduction and the three stages of the scientific inquiry as described by Peirce. 
Inference to the Best Explanation
In this section, I provide a general description of IBE. The term "Inference to the Best Explanation"
was coined by Harman in 1965. Since then, it has become a term of art and sometimes philosophers use it in different ways. For instance, different accounts of IBE vary in terms of how demanding their characterization of the best explanation is. For Harman, IBE is a type of inference in which "one infers, from the premise that a given hypothesis would provide a "better" explanation for the evidence than would any other hypothesis, to the conclusion that the given hypothesis is true" (1965, p. 89 ). Musgrave, however, holds that it is not enough for the best explanation to be simply better than its rivals; rather, by itself it should be a "satisfactory" explanation too (1988, p. 239 In this construal, the best explanation should also be the only available explanation, the one without which the phenomenon remains unexplained.
In this paper, I do not aim to evaluate different views of IBE. So, for the purpose of our current discussion, I simply focus on Peter Lipton's (2004) account of IBE which is one of the most developed accounts in the literature to this date. In the following, I describe Lipton's IBE and in order to make it easier for the reader to follow all its different stages-and, later, to compare it with abduction-I provide its schematic depiction ( Figure 2 ).
Lipton's Account of IBE
According to Lipton, in principle, IBE is an inference to the best potential explanation in a broad 
The First Filter of IBE
The plausibility filter is the first filter of IBE and consists of two main elements that work together.
The first element is contrastive evidence. Lipton advocates a contrastive view of explanation according to which most of the times what gets explained "is not simply 'Why this?', but 'Why this rather than that? '" (2004, p. 33) . Contrastive evidence is the evidence that can be used to answer the latter but not necessarily the former question and Lipton uses it as a filter to remove some merely possible explanations.
For instance, consider Lipton's favorite example, namely, Ignaz Semmelweis's research on childbed fever in the Vienna Hospital. Although Semmelweis was looking for the cause of childbed fever, he did not simply ask "What does explain childbed fever?" Rather, he focused on a contrast that he observed between the mortality rates (caused by childbed fever) of the two maternity wards and asked: "Why the mortality rate of the first ward is higher than the mortality rate of the second ward?" A merely potential explanation could pass the plausibility filter to become a live option only if it could potentially explain this contrast in mortality rates. This enabled Semmelweis to eliminate candidate explanations such as childbed fever epidemic and diet because these factors were similar between the two wards and hence they were unable to explain the contrast in mortality rates.
For Lipton, the second element of plausibility filter is our background beliefs (2004, p. 73) which limit the number of plausible candidates in two ways. First, they help us to determine which contrasts are relevant. For instance, Semmelweis restricted his research to the contrast between the mortality rates of maternity wards and did not take into account the general division of the hospital because he knew that childbed fever happens following childbirth or miscarriage. Second, background beliefs filter those "crazy" candidates that do not cohere with them. For instance, since seeking astrological explanations is inconsistent with scientists' strong beliefs, they never consider them as live options in the first place.
The Second Filter of IBE
After narrowing down all potential explanations to plausible options using the plausibility filter, a second filter eliminates some of the plausible options and hence narrows down the pool of plausible explanations even more. This filter consists of two processes: (i) figuring out what data can discriminate against a plausible candidate explanation and (ii) producing those data via experimentation. This filter, according to Lipton, might narrow down the pool of plausible candidates to a single explanation.
For instance, in the case of Semmelweis's research, the delivery position of women in the first ward was different from women in the second ward. This made the delivery position a plausible candidate to explain the mortality rate contrasts. Semmelweis correctly reasoned that if this candidate explanation is true, changing the delivery position of women in the first ward should result in more or less similar mortality rates for both divisions. This specified the discriminating data against (or in favor of) the delivery position hypothesis. He tested the hypothesis by changing the delivery position of women in the first ward but did not observe any changes in the mortality rate.
Thus, he rejected the delivery position hypothesis. Yet, Semmelweis also found out that only in the first ward women were exposed to "cadaveric matter" from obstetrical training of medical students.
Again, he hypothesized that it might be a cause of the higher rate of childbed fever in the first ward.
He asked all the students to disinfect their hands after performing autopsies. As a result, the mortality rate of the first division reduced to the same level as that of the second division. This confirmed that the cadaveric matter is a cause of childbed fever.
IBE's Ranking Process
Since Lipton calls his account "the two-filter version" of IBE (2004, Typically, this process [i.e., the second filter] will not leave only one candidate in the running, but then the diverse explanatory considerations mentioned in the last chapter, considerations that include mechanism and unification, come into play. (Lipton 2004, p. 149)
The diverse explanatory considerations that Lipton mentions here are explanatory virtues of candidate explanation. Beside mechanism and unification, these "features that make one explanation lovelier than another" include "precision, scope, simplicity, fertility or fruitfulness, and fit with background belief" (Lipton 2004, p. 122 
From Abduction to IBE
In this section, I examine the relationship between abduction and IBE-it would be helpful for the reader to refer to Figures 1 and 2 through this comparison. I show that they have important differences and similarities. More importantly, I argue that their major differences are natural results of two historic developments in the philosophy of science, i.e., Reichenbach's DJ distinction and the problem of underdetermination of theory by data.
Abduction Is neither Induction nor Deduction
First, let's briefly discuss an obvious difference between abduction and IBE. Through abduction, we come up with some explanatory hypotheses for a given phenomenon and a ranking of these hypotheses which determines their pursuitworthiness. But finding testable consequences of these hypotheses is a function of deduction, performing experiments to test them is induction, and these two types of inference are strictly distinct from abduction. Lipton, however, includes these inferences within the second filter of IBE. For, identifying discriminating data should be done deductively and producing the discriminating data via experimentation is equivalent to Peircean induction.
Therefore, abduction is different from IBE because the latter includes induction and deduction.
Since different versions this distinction between abduction and IBE has been already discussed in the literature, 11 I do not delve into more details here. Instead, in the following, I shall focus on two differences that have not been discussed.
Insight and the Context of Discovery
The first major difference between abduction and IBE that I discuss here can be better seen against one of their interesting similarities. Both abduction and IBE include something to narrow down a large number of possible-to-imagine candidate explanations for a given phenomenon to a significantly smaller pool of plausible hypotheses: in abduction, insight has a restrictive function for this reason and IBE includes the plausibility filter. But insight and plausibility filter are different in a significant way. Insight is primarily the faculty of generating new hypotheses and its restrictive function is secondary and through not-inventing implausible hypotheses. The plausibility filter, however, functions restrictively; after all, it is just a filter. Neither of its elements, namely, contrastive data and background beliefs, can invent new explanatory hypothesis as insight does. This constitutes the first crucial difference between abduction and IBE: only abduction fully embraces hypotheses-
generation.
In the following, first I argue that hypotheses-generation in Peircean abduction is one of the main targets of Reichenbach's DJ distinction and its consequent jettisoning of the context of discovery from philosophy of science. Then I show that in comparison with abduction, Lipton's IBE covers the context of discovery quite minimally. In particular, there is nothing corresponding to the 11 Hintikka (1998) distinguishes between abduction and IBE on the ground that the latter is more akin to deduction. Minnameier (2004) , however, claims that abduction is different from IBE, because the latter is similar to Peirce's concept of induction. Campos (2009) , too, extensively discusses the fact that abduction has nothing to do with confirming (or disconfirming) evidence for a hypothesis-i.e., has nothing to do with induction-while IBE is similar to induction.
inventive function of insight in IBE. This can be seen as a natural result of Reichenbach's DJ distinction.
Historical Link between Abduction and Reichenbach's DJ Distinction
The astonishing historical relationship between abductive hypotheses-generation and Reichenbach's DJ distinction is neglected in the history of philosophy of science. Before shedding some light on this interesting issue, first let's begin with the well-known but less direct relationship between hypotheses-generation and the context of discovery. In his Experience and Prediction (1938a),
Reichenbach uses "discovery" for the subjectively performed process of finding a new theory (1938a, pp. 5-7). In his later work, The Rise of Scientific Philosophy (1951), Reichenbach describes the context of discovery in more detail:
The scientist who discovers a theory is usually guided to his discovery by guesses; he cannot name a method by means of which he found the theory and can only say that it appeared plausible to him, that he had the right hunch, or that he saw intuitively which assumption would fit the facts […] The act of discovery escapes logical analysis; there are no logical rules in terms of which a "discovery machine" could be constructed that would take over the creative function of the genius. (1951, pp. 230-231 ; my emphasis)
Now, recall the characteristics of insight that were discussed before. As we see, Reichenbach's description of the context of discovery is almost identical to Peirce's descriptions of hypothesesgeneration by insight. But Reichenbach also holds that the context of discovery is not a proper philosophical topic and hence he banishes it from philosophy of science to psychology, sociology, or history. Thus, once one adopts Reichenbach's DJ distinction, she should discard insight and hypotheses-generation from her philosophical account of explanatory inference.
But the historical link between abduction and Reichenbach's DJ distinction is more intimate and interesting. In the literature, the DJ distinction is always traced back to Reichenbach's Experience and Prediction-see, for instance, Howard (2003 Howard ( , p. 54, 2006 , Richardson (2006) , and Schickore (2018). What is overlooked by these (and many other) authors is that shortly before the publication of Experience and Prediction, the DJ distinction appears in one of Reichenbach's papers (1938b) .
Here is the background story of this paper.
In 1935, Reichenbach publishes his Wahrscheinlichkeitslehre 12 in which he proposes a probabilistic approach to theory choice and theory confirmation in science. A year later, Nagel 12 The book was later translated into English as The Theory of Probability (1949).
(1936) publishes a review of Reichenbach's book and criticizes his probabilistic approach to theory choice. He claims that not only do scientists not really talk about probabilities of theories, but also they do not even think that "the probability of a theory" has an objective meaning. He continues:
eminent men of science repeatedly assert that a theory is found satisfactory by them partly on esthetic grounds, partly because they know no alternative theory, and partly because the consequences of the theory have been tested in accordance with a definite technique […] it seems to me that the last suggesttion [sic], thrown out but left undeveloped by Charles S.
Peirce, comes closer to stating the procedures actually employed in the sciences than anything that Prof. Reichenbach has indicated on this matter. (Nagel 1936, p. 508) Obviously, in this passage Nagel does not talk about abduction. Rather, he talks about Peircean induction, i.e., "the experimental testing of a theory" (5.145, 1903) . In response to Nagel's criticism
Reichenbach writes a paper which shows that he totally misunderstands Nagel (and Peirce) in this regard. For the first time, the DJ distinction appears in this paper that is published in January 1938, several months before Experience and Prediction. Reichenbach writes:
If we want to construct a philosophy of science, we have to distinguish carefully between two kinds of context in which scientific theories may be considered. The context of discovery is to be separated from the context of justification; the former belongs to the psychology of scientific discovery, the latter alone is to be the object of the logic of science. The confusion of the two kinds of context has become the root of many a misinterpretation of the procedure of science. I confess that the remarks of Peirce concerning the construction of scientific theories, quoted against me by Dr. Nagel, seem to me to suffer from the same confusion. I admire Charles Peirce as one of the few men who saw the relations between induction and probability at an early time; but just his remarks concerning what he calls "abduction" suffer from an unfortunate obscurity which I must ascribe to his confounding the psychology of scientific discovery with the logical situation of theories in relation to observed facts.
(1938b, p. 36, original emphasis)
I am not claiming that this was the first time that Reichenbach came up with the idea of the DJ distinction. Nor am I claiming that Peirce's theory of abduction is the only target of the DJ 13 Having a high view of Peirce's theory of induction and probability and, at the same time, ignoring (if not disdaining) his theory of abduction could be seen among other philosophers too. Braithwaite (1934) , for instance, claims that Peirce's theory of probability and induction is one of the most important parts of his logic but there is nothing substantial in his theory of abduction in general, and insight in particular.
distinction. 14 However, this passage reveals that one of the earliest targets of Reichenbach's DJ distinction is abduction and, in particular, its hypotheses-generation. This position is reinforced by the fact that in 1939, in his contribution to the first volume of the Library of Living Philosophers series on The Philosophy of John Dewey (Schilpp, 1939) , Reichenbach (1939, p. 188, n. 28 In summary, I argued that from the beginning of its development, one of the main targets of Reichenbach's DJ distinction was abductive hypotheses-generation. For Reichenbach, it pertains to the context of discovery and, therefore, it is not a proper philosophical subject-matter. Now, I show that in comparison with abduction, IBE covers the context of discovery very minimally.
IBE and the Context of Discovery
Reichenbach's DJ distinction and the consequent exclusion of the context of discovery from philosophy of science became a central dogma of logical empiricist philosophy of science (Howard 14 Don Howard (2006, p. 4) Yet, the psychology of discovery and the mental and psychological aspects of the thought processes that result in invention or generation of new hypotheses are missing from Lipton's IBE to a great extent. 16 The close association of the DJ distinction and the logical empiricist movement neither means that the DJ distinction did not survive the demise of logical empiricism nor that it was not accepted by philosophers unsympathetic to this movement. In fact, a precursor of the DJ distinction was introduced in the German edition of Popper's The Logic of Scientific Discovery (2002 , p. 7, originally published in 1934 , four years before its appearance in Reichenbach's works.
The closest that Lipton gets to covering the context of discovery in IBE is when he discusses how effectively the plausibility filter-i.e., the first filter-narrows down the huge pool of possibleto-imagine candidates to the small pool of plausible candidates:
This version of Inference to the Best Explanation thus sheds some light on the context of discovery, since the requirement that a potential explanation cite a difference [i.e., the requirement of contrastive explanation in the plausibility filter] severely restricts the class of candidate hypotheses. (Lipton 2004, p. 73, my emphasis) Lipton calls this eliminative process "the short list mechanism" through which only a very limited number of plausible hypotheses are generated in the first place (Lipton 2004, pp. 148-51) . As In this section, I provided evidence to show that abductive hypotheses-generation and insight were among primary targets of Reichenbach's context distinction who considered them within the context of discovery and hence unrelated to philosophical discussions. Then I argued that there is nothing similar to insight in IBE which can be seen as a natural consequence of the DJ distinction.
Hypotheses-Ranking and the Problem of Underdetermination
The second major difference between abduction and IBE can be better seen against two of their important similarities. First, both abduction and IBE include a hypotheses-ranking process. It constitutes Phase Two of abduction and in IBE it is done after the second filter to rank the hypotheses that survive empirical tests. Second, in both abduction and IBE theoretical virtues play an important role in the process of hypotheses-ranking. In abduction, theoretical virtues are introduced by Peirce as "economic" desiderata. In IBE, the ranking is done based on the candidates' explanatory virtues which are almost identical with theoretical virtues (Lipton 2004, p. 122 ).
However, there are two significant and related differences between the ranking processes in abduction and IBE with respect to when they are done and what they rank. In abduction, hypotheses-ranking is done before conducting empirical tests and hence it ranks untested hypotheses.
In IBE, however, hypotheses-ranking is done after conducting empirical tests and it ranks successfully tested hypotheses that are-at least so far-empirically equivalent.
As a result of these two differences, hypotheses-ranking processes in abduction and IBE have two completely different goals. In abduction, the goal is to determine the relative pursuitworthiness of hypotheses for further considerations such as empirical tests. For Peirce, since a hypothesis that is ranked is yet untested, whether it ends up in a higher (or a lower) rank has neither anything to do with the understanding that the hypothesis (if true) would provide nor with its probable truth. For
Lipton, however, ranked hypotheses have already survived empirical tests. Thus, the aim of hypotheses-ranking is to determine which candidate is the best or the loveliest explanation, namely, which candidate (if true) provides the best understanding of the phenomenon and is most likely to be true.
In the following, I argue that the two differences between abduction's and IBE's hypothesesranking processes can be understood in terms of the problem of underdetermination, namely, the possibility of having multiple empirically equivalent explanations for a given phenomenon. First, I
show that only in IBE the possibility of empirically equivalent explanations is taken into account.
Secondly, I argue that Peirce did not address the problem of underdetermination because he was not aware of this problem. In particular, I argue against those who claim that Peirce knew about underdetermination but he did not address it because his pragmatism immunes his account of scientific inquiry to this problem.
Abduction, IBE, and the Possibility of Empirically Equivalent Explanations
According to Lipton, underdetermination is an inherent characteristic of non-deductive inferences.
Because of underdetermination, in these inferences "a unique solution" is not guaranteed (2004, p.
5). As a result, he holds that in IBE, typically, the process of empirical testing "will not leave only one candidate in the running" (2004, p. 149) . So, as mentioned before, he includes a hypothesesranking process in IBE after empirical tests to address the problem of underdetermination: if multiple empirically equivalent candidates pass the second filter, hypotheses-ranking specifies the comparative loveliness of the candidates and thereby determines which one is the best explanation.
Yet, Peirce believes that by the end of scientific inquiry, all the hypotheses that are abductively proposed to explain a phenomenon will be rejected inductively-i.e., through empirical tests-except for "the sole true explanation" (7.219, 1901) of the phenomenon: "the followers of science are animated by a cheerful hope that the processes of investigation, if only pushed far enough, will give one certain solution to each question to which they apply it" (5.407, 1878, my emphasis). But one might imagine that empirical tests alone suffice to determine the sole true explanation of a phenomenon only if one does not take underdetermination into account. If there is no underdetermination and empirical tests can always determine one true explanation, then the best function for hypotheses-ranking is determining which hypothesis should be tested first.
In summary, to address underdetermination, Lipton includes a hypotheses-ranking process for empirically equivalent candidates after empirical tests in his account of IBE. Peirce, however, overlooks underdetermination and ends his account of scientific inquiry with induction. So in his account, hypotheses-ranking is done before empirical tests to rank untested hypotheses and determine which one is better to be tested first. Therefore, the differences between hypothesesranking processes in Peirce's abduction and Lipton's IBE regarding when they are done and what they rank can be understood in terms of underdetermination and whether it is addressed or not.
Peirce and Underdetermination
Why doesn't Peirce address the problem of underdetermination? The simple answer is that he was not aware of this problem and the possibility of the existence of multiple empirically equivalent explanations for a single phenomenon. Some challenge this simple answer and suggest that Peirce was aware of underdetermination but did not need to address it because his pragmatism immunes his account of scientific inquiry to this problem. In the following, I argue that these claims are illgrounded. First, I show that the evidence for Peirce's awareness of underdetermination is insufficient. Second, I argue that Peirce's pragmatism does not immune his account of scientific inquiry to the problem of underdetermination.
Peirce, Poincaré, and Underdetermination
Poincaré's Science and Hypothesis (1905 ( , French: 1902 Since underdetermination has no logical or empirical solution, Magnus counts this passage as
Peirce's response to this problem and hence as evidence for its recognition by him.
But there are several problems with this claim. First, the scope of the Peirce's Logical Maxim is considerably broader than underdetermination. For instance, it can be considered as a maxim against global or local skepticism. The example that Peirce provides immediately after the quoted passage is also totally unrelated to underdetermination:
Think of Auguste Comte who when asked to name any thing that could never be found out instanced the chemical composition of the fixed stars; and almost before his book became known to the world at large, the first steps had been taken in spectral analysis. (EP2: 188, 1903) 17 In his works, Peirce mentions Poincaré's name and views several times (5.495-7, 1906; 6.370, 1902) . 18 To the best of my knowledge, there is no evidence suggesting that Peirce was familiar with Pierre Duhem or his The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory (1954, French: 1906) underdetermined by data vis-à-vis the conceived empirical evidence, a dispute between these theories is not genuine. That is, for Peirce, the problem of underdetermination is an illusionary dispute (French 1989, p. 298) and even if he knew about this problem, his pragmatic maxim would resolve it.
This claim is problematic for two reasons. First we it ignores all the later developments in
Peirce's understanding of the pragmatic maxim. Secondly, it adopts an extremely narrow notion of "sensible effects." Let's begin with the first problem. Peirce made important revisions to his pragmatic maxim the scope of which goes well beyond this paper. So here I only content myself to one revision that has direct consequences for our discussion on underdetermination. 21 The early pragmatic maxim (i.e., the 1878 version that was quoted earlier) limits the meaning of a concept only to its conceived sensible and practical bearings, that is, only to the effects that have been actually experienced. For instance, the meaning of "hard" is exhausted by all the hard objects of which we have actual experiences. Thus, according to Peirce, a diamond that is crystallized "in the midst of a cushion of soft cotton, and should remain there until it was finally burned up" (5.403, 1878) without anyone ever experiencing its hardness does not contribute to the meaning of "hard."
Later, however, Peirce recants restricting the meaning of a concept to its actually experienced effects. For instance, going back to the example of the untouched diamond, Peirce writes: the question is, not what did happen, but whether it may have been well to engage in any line of conduct whose successful issue depended on whether that diamond would resist an attempt to scratch it. (2.453, 1905) So even an actually untouched diamond can contribute to the meaning of "hard," because it would resist an attempt to scratch it. Thus, the meaning of a concept is exhausted by the upshot of all the possible relevant experiences and not just actual experiences.
What does this revision to the pragmatic maxim have to do with the problem of underdetermination? According to the early pragmatic maxim, two underdetermined theories are indeed the same because the actual empirical data cannot make a distinction between them.
According to the later pragmatic maxim, however, such theories are the same only if actual and possible empirical data can make no distinction between them. This new condition makes Peirce' pragmatism vulnerable to transient underdetermination, i.e., underdetermination of theory by the actual evidence that we currently have. For the tie between empirically equivalent theories in transient underdetermination can be break by potential evidence that is currently unavailable.
Second, the early pragmatic maxim would resolve the problem of underdetermination only if we have an extremely narrow understanding of "theories' sensible effects on us" and "theories' sensible practical bearings" such that they pertain exclusively to theories' relationship with empirical evidence. Based upon this narrow understanding, if two theories have identical relationships with empirical data, the early pragmatic maxim renders their disagreement illusionary. Yet, if we understand "theories' sensible effects on us" and "theories' sensible practical bearings" in a broader sense such that practical bearings of theories go beyond their relationships with empirical evidence, it is possible for two empirically equivalent theories to have genuine disagreements. For Peirce, however, there are at least two ways for the practical implications of scientific theories to go beyond their relationships with empirical evidence.
First, two empirically equivalent theories might be different vis-à-vis other important considerations, such as simplicity, scope of application, consistency with well-established theories, ad hocness, etc. In other words, two empirically equivalent theories might not have similar theoretical virtues. Considering the importance of these desiderata for Peirce, it is safe to say that if two scientists come up with two theories with different theoretical virtues, Peirce would not consider their dispute over whose theory is better illusionary just because their theories are empirically equivalent.
Another way that practical effects of theories go beyond their relationship with empirical evidence pertains to non-epistemic ramifications of theories. For instance, two theories that are underdetermined by data might have different economic (in its 'narrow' sense) and technological implications. Such aspects of scientific research are greatly important for Peirce. For instance, he thinks that
Researches for which men have been trained, instruments procured, and a plant established, should be continued while those conditions subsist. But the new money should mainly go to opening up new fields; because new fields will probably be more profitable, and, at any rate, will be profitable longer. (NEM4: 29, 1902) Similarly, as "a maxim of the economy of research", he suggests that "great encouragement should be given to applications of sciences" such as thermodynamics and electricity because of their "extreme utility " (NEM4: 63, 1902) . Now, imagine that two scientists come up with two empirically equivalent theories even with similar theoretical virtues. If one theory scores better in economic or technological consideration, for instance, if it opens the door for a new technological advancement that might bring about financial profit, Peirce would not deem the dispute over which theory should be selected illusionary. 22 Therefore, Peirce's pragmatic maxim does not immune his account of scientific inquiry to the problem of underdetermination.
Conclusion
My examination of the relationship between abduction and IBE showed that they are neither completely different nor identical. I argued that they have some important similarities such as (1) including a procedure to narrow down the pool of all possible-to-imagine explanations for a given phenomenon to plausible potential explanations, (2) including a hypotheses-ranking process, and (3) ranking explanatory hypotheses based on similar desiderata. They also have two important differences. First, only abduction includes a faculty for hypotheses-generation. Second, in abduction, hypotheses-ranking is done before conducting empirical tests and hence untested hypotheses are ranked through this process. But, in IBE, hypotheses-ranking is done after conducting empirical tests and the objects of ranking are empirically equivalent hypotheses that survive the tests.
Moreover, by providing a historical link between abduction and IBE, I showed that two momentous developments in philosophy of science-i.e., Reichenbach's DJ distinction and the problem of underdetermination-can make perfect sense of the abovementioned differences between abduction and IBE. That IBE-as opposed to abduction-does not include hypotheses-generation is a result of DJ distinction and banishing the context of discovery from philosophy of science. And hypotheses-ranking in abduction is before empirical tests because Peirce was not aware of the problem of underdetermination and the possibility of empirically equivalent explanations. To wit, when we remove the context of discovery from abduction and take underdetermination into consideration, we come up with IBE. To put it in a formulaic style:
Abduction -the Context of Discovery + Underdetermination = IBE 22 I do not suggest that Peirce values "applies science" more than "pure science." Quite conversely, he thinks that the latter is more valuable than the former. In fact, he encourages investment in applied sciences, because they make a great profit so we can spend more money on pure science (NEM4: 63, 1902) . I just want to make it clear that Peirce cares about the economic aspects of scientific research.
